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In an age that has seen a rampant expansion in the responsibilities and job 
description of the modern-day pulpit rabbi, a rabbi’s ability to be involved 
in intellectual pursuits has diminished. Rabbi Pini Dunner is a refreshing 
exception. Born in London to Holocaust survivors, Dunner is a member 
of an illustrious rabbinic family tracing its roots over 1000 years, whose 
members include none other than Rashi and Maharal. Having previously 
served pulpits in both Russia and London, he is currently the senior rabbi 
of the Beverly Hills Synagogue and manages to engage in a wide range of 
intellectual pursuits. His recently published Mavericks, Mystics & False 
Messiahs: Episodes from the Margins of Jewish History is a welcome addition 
to the genre of popular Jewish history.

Instead of focusing solely on the usual cast of characters with whom 
Jewish historians often concern themselves, Dunner writes about an in-
teresting hodgepodge of, well, mavericks, mystics, and false messiahs. He 
claims to write about those who are seemingly total outsiders and attempts 
to demonstrate how these characters actually continue to have considerable 
infl uence over how Judaism is played out in modern times. As Dunner 
writes in his introduction: “I believe their infl uence on events as they 
unfolded, during the period in which they lived and on the future, was far 
stronger than may seem years later.”

Despite the fact that it is a book of history, without compromise, it reads 
almost as a thriller, with all the tensions, twists, and turns of a detective 
novel. The reader almost feels that he is actually on hand, witnessing the 
events being played out in front of his very eyes. Signifi cantly, it is written 
for several different audiences, a feat not always easily achieved by an author. 
Although it is written primarily for a non-academic audience, the author’s 
scholarship shows through from behind the curtain of popular writing, 
and both the neophyte and the afi cionado will enjoy reading this.

The book begins with a chapter on the false messiah, Shabbetai Tzvi, 
followed a few chapters later by a long entry on the Emden-Eybeschitz 
confl ict, which centers on whether Rabbi Yonatan Eybeschitz was, indeed, 
a Sabbatean. While the names and the basic plotlines of these sagas may 
be known in Orthodox circles, apparently the book’s intended audience, 
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the details and overarching signifi cance are lesser known. As Dunner states 
in his concluding chapter, his goal in writing these stories was to “open 
up the actual story of what happened to a broad audience” (184). While 
these fi gures have been widely written about and are often studied in 
Jewish history courses in high school, university, and among adult learn-
ers, Dunner does an excellent job of introducing some of the academic 
debates to a wide audience.

I found the chapters on lesser known events and personalities to be 
most fascinating. Perhaps the chapter on the Get of Cleves episode shows 
most compellingly how knowledge of even seemingly minor historical 
events is critical to understanding their impact on modern Jewish life. As 
Dunner points out: “In the late eighteenth century, a seemingly innocu-
ous divorce in a provincial German town [Cleves] evolved into one of the 
most bitterly fought Jewish legal controversies of the era, involving the 
most famous rabbis of the day” (93). The story begins with the engage-
ment in the late spring of 1766 of the young Isaac Neiberg of Manheim 
to Leah Gunzhausen of Bonn. It continues with the groom’s strange 
behavior in the days prior to the wedding (presumably a mental disability), 
his eventual disappearance in the days following the wedding, his ultimate 
request for a divorce and the granting of that divorce in the city of Cleves 
on August 2, 1766, just two weeks after the marriage. Isaac and Leah 
parted ways but Isaac’s parents, afraid that the asset separation agreement 
had been decided so heavily in Leah’s favor, attempted to annul the divorce. 
This put into motion a major controversy that involved the greatest 
European rabbinical personalities of the day. Among other things debated 
were the legalities of annulling a Get based on the mental state of the 
husband, as well as the authority and jurisdiction of various batei din and 
rabbinic personalities. Principles established in this saga are still relevant 
in a practical sense today and it is important to know about the underly-
ing basis. As Dunner points out, “the Get of Cleves controversy set the 
precedent for defi ning incompetence and insanity in divorce cases accord-
ing to Jewish law” (112). In his conclusion, Dunner points to a respon-
sum of Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (Iggerot Moshe, Even ha-Ezer I:120) that 
allowed a man with messianic delusions to grant a Get to his wife. While 
R. Feinstein does not explicitly quote the Cleves incident, the two cases 
are very similar and Dunner claims that R. Feinstein was able to “com-
fortably associate himself with the halakhic consensus generated by 
the eighteenth-century debate” (187). While it is highly doubtful that 
R. Feinstein actually had this episode in mind when penning his responsum 
Dunner does an admirable job of sketching out an historical episode that 
has resonance with contemporary halakhic realia, observing that the Get 
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of Cleves case is “eerily congruent” with R. Feinstein’s attempt to resolve 
a case of spousal insanity and the execution of a halakhic divorce.

The chapter on the Maharal Haggada describes the forgery, in 1905, 
of what Rabbi Yehuda Yudel Rosenberg of Warsaw claimed was a work 
authored by the sixteenth-century sage of Prague. The text purported to 
be based on a manuscript that had lain undiscovered in an obscure French 
library, which he claimed had been prepared by Maharal’s son-in-law, 
Rabbi Yitzchak Katz of Nikolsburg (1550–1634), who had recorded all 
the Haggada-related material he received from Maharal. The manuscript 
also included information about Maharal’s customs during the Seder itself, 
observed by Katz during his father-in-law’s lifetime. The most remarkable 
new piece of information contained in the Haggada was that Maharal had 
included a fi fth cup of wine at his Seder. Many Maharal devotees began to 
incorporate this custom onto their Passover ritual. This story is not only 
interesting and largely unknown in popular circles, but also has practical 
implications for halakha, scholarship, and historical truth today. While 
Rosenberg is accepted today to have been a forger, most of what he in-
cluded in the Haggada was, in fact, based on the Maharal’s own comments 
and interpretations written elsewhere. What happens when something is 
propagated in the Torah world as meaningful and important, and is then 
discovered to be fundamentally inauthentic? Is R.Yudel Rosenberg’s 
“creation” of a “Maharal Haggada” from Maharal’s own previous com-
ments and interpretations about the Haggada and Pesach, interspersed 
with several ideas that cannot be pinpointed in those earlier works, really 
any different from the modern-day collected teachings of say, Rabbis 
Kook or Soloveitchik, which are considered to be authoritative?

The overriding signifi cance of intriguing personalities such as the con-
vert to Judaism, Lord Lloyd Gordon, and the convert from Judaism, Ignatz 
Timothy Trebitsch-Lincoln, is open to question. Is the importance of 
their activities and personalities really noteworthy from a perspective of 
Jewish history or did they just happen to be Jewish? I think Dunner 
addresses this question indirectly by opening his concluding chapter with 
the bon mot attributed to Professor Saul Lieberman: “Nonsense is non-
sense, but the history of nonsense is scholarship.” Yet Dunner never really 
delves into the issue. I would have appreciated more discussion on this 
point. How much effort should we expend into studying some of these 
fi gures? While fascinating, are they really signifi cant to Jewish life? Did 
some of them really have the infl uence that Dunner describes? How did 
Dunner choose which fi gures to write about? While many of them are 
fascinating, it seems to me that some of them are there for “entertain-
ment value” rather than for their real signifi cant infl uence on Jewish history. 
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(As an aside, I would have enjoyed a discussion of the historicity of 
Lieberman’s now famous witticism. While he supposedly said it, regarding 
the academic study of Kabbala, when Gershom Scholem lectured at the 
Jewish Theological Seminary in the 1940s, it was also ascribed to Harvard 
philosopher Burton Dreben, and some report his more caustic version 
replacing “nonsense” with “garbage.”) 

Dunner’s concluding bibliographical chapter is one of the most im-
portant elements of his book. In addition to discussing his sources, he 
addresses some of the academic issues regarding the fi gures and episodes 
he has chosen to analyze. He describe how some of his understanding of 
the Shabbetai Tzvi episode differs from the conventions established by 
Scholem; why he believes one should remain neutral today in the Emden-
Eybeschutz debate; how the issues raised by the Get of Cleves episode 
continues to reverberate in the contemporary rabbinic world; the motives 
of literary forgers as well as additional intriguing details about the Baal 
Shem of London, “Dr.” Samuel Falk, and the converts Gordon and 
Trebitsch-Lincoln. 

It should be pointed out that, as this concluding chapter demonstrates, 
Dunner is not doing the academic’s work of breaking new academic 
ground, neither does he shed much new light on these historical fi gures. 
The book’s achievement is in Dunner’s excellent job of presenting the 
scholarship of his predecessors and making it readable and engaging for a 
wide audience. Dunner also muses on the duty and role of the historian. 
He believes that it is the historian’s task to “provide as accurate a picture 
as possible, based on the details that are available, and the broader back-
ground knowledge that years of scholarship have furnished, so that those 
who are interested in discovering the rich patchwork that is world history 
can at the very least know what there is to know, and use that as their 
base” (201). 

I would have appreciated a paragraph on how his role as a rabbi inter-
sects with his role as a historian. Is there any confl ict or can one be a criti-
cal historian without compromising one’s fealty to tradition? How does 
he see the study and teaching of popular history aiding his larger spiritual 
goals as a pulpit rabbi?

Nevertheless, in each chapter of his book, Dunner has done an excel-
lent job of synthesizing extensive scholarship on each personality and topic, 
and writes in an eminently readable and enjoyable fashion.

Rabbi David Fine is the founder of the Barkai Center for Practical Rabbinics 
and Community Development in Modi’in, Israel.


